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The reaction ' p-> tin represents an OZI forbidden (hairpin) dlagran. It
has been observed at the Brookt'aven National Laboratory nultipartlcle spectro-
meter by che Brookhaven National Laboratory/City College of Neu York group.
The author haa shown that the expected OZI suppression Is essentially entirely
absent and in tact the Isobar Model which does not contain OZI suppression
quantitatively explains the observed results. A general evaluation of the
special characteristics of the data compared to other related reactions plus
the foregoing facts leads the author to conclude that the Intervention of glue-
ball resonances is the likely explanation In the context of QCD. Other explana-
tion! are shown to be improbable. In particular the hypothesis that decay of a
radial excitation of the n' isresponsibl* for lack of OZI suppression is ruled
out. Planned experiments with the purpose of explicitly discovering glueballs
will be discussed. The OZI rule peculiarities such as violacion of crossing
symmetry and unitarity arc attributed to color confinement.
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Introduction

QCD ' li i non-abelian gauge theory with the following novel characteris-

tics.

I. The gauge bosons are an octet of colored vector massless gluons which

self interact.

XI. Asymptotic Freedom.

Gluon-gluon and multigluon interactions occur with the same coupling

constant as the quark gluon interaction and these interactions become stronger

as the energy decreases (and weaker as the energy increases).

Characteristics I and II follow from the nature of the non-abelian gauge

theory and do not occur in an abelian gauge theory such as QED.

III. In addition, QCD has color confinement.

Considering the properties of gluon-gluon interactions, which become

stronger as the energy becomes lower, and the characteristic of confinement, I

believe one would almost inescapably be led to expect to find multigluon glue-

ball resonances at low energies. Clueballs would be the only hadrons in a pure

Yame Mills Theory where SU (3) was a local symmetry.

In a strict sense there is no gauge invariant separation into 2g, 3g, etc.

due to the self couplings of gluons. Any number of gluons can couple together

and transform into a different number. However, a gauge invariant description
4)

is possible. Nevertheless classification by number of gluons is physically

appealing and may well be meaningful judging by the success of quark model

classifications. It should be noted that simple confinement arguments, the bag

model, the quark po ential model, and lattice calculations all predict glueball
5-12)

resonances.

Therefore, if glueball resonances are not found, it would be difficult not

to conclude QCD is in trouble. On the other hand discovery of real glueballs

would be a great triumph for QCD.

Expected Characteristics of Glueball States
5—81

Glueball states are color singlets with I - 0, B - 0 (u,d,s,c,b - 0),
PC PC

J can be either non-exotic or exotic. Manifestly exotic J combinations

occur naturally in 2g and 3g combinations in contrast to the quark case where

for example to obtain an exotic J one must go from a qq (2 quark state) to a
- - PC

qqqq (four quark state). So if the J is not exotic they could appear as addi-

tional singlets resembling the I « 0 singlet of an SU(3) nonet. These states
— PC

could mix with ordinary qq mesons. Exotic J states can only mix with the

exotic quark sector which appears to be heavily suppressed since no one has

discovered an explicitly exotic sta^. Therefore exotic glueballs which are

referred to as oddballs would be purer glueballs.



Glueball Widths

One would expect the full width r of a glueball to be reduced compared to

the typical hadronic width by •>» ̂ OZI suppression factor for vector gluons since

you go from qq to glue only once. The OZI suppression factor was determined for

vector particles which require a three gluon intermediate state. For a scalar

glueball only two gluons would be involved in the intermediate state, therefore

one could expect that the typical hadronic width would be reduced by

suppression factor. Taking ":he OZI suppression factor of ̂  100 and a typical

hadronic width * 200 HeV a ballpark figure for the expected glueball widths

would be T % 30 ± 10 MeV.

Carlson, Coyne, Fishbane, Gross and Meshkov use perturbation theory

calculations to conclude that J - 0 and J • 1 2g glueballs are as narrow as a

few MeV or less and the exotics have F *»» l MeV. The use of perturbation theory

in decays of resonant states may not be accurate. Of course 3g glueballs could

be wider, with typical widens like those given above.

Glueball Masses

Estimates of glueball masses are somewhat uncertain and to say the least

obviously difficult to make. An order of magnitude estimate of the ground

states of the glueball spectrum can be made by using a confined size ̂  1 fermi

and the uncertainty principle.

This leads to the result that the average energy of a gluon is

Egluon > ^ / R * 35°
Hence crudely speaking the 2g spectrum would have M £ 700 MeV. The 3g spectrum

would have M * 1 GeV.

The latest bag model prediction for glueball masses have been made by
9)

Donoghue et al. and the mass estimates for the states considered for 2g range

from about 0.96 GeV (for 0** and 2+f) to 1.3 GeV (for 0~* and 1*). For 3g

ground states (0 , 1 ~, 3 ~) the mass is estimated to be 1.45 GeV with numerous

other states at 1.8 GeV.

Quark potential models can be used to estimate the glueball mass. The

cosfficient of the term br which is linear in r is multiplied by a factor pro-
2

portional to (charga) . Thus going from quark anti-quark to gluon-gluon states
2

the linear term in the potential should be multiplied by (3/2) . Thus the two
gluon . Tueball masses should be the quark model masses multiplied by a factor
of 3/2 and hence could be expected to have their ground states in the range of

8)
1-2 GeV. Fishbane (this paper is a good review reference) uses the fact that

Che ideas of quantum mechanics and better understanding of low energy tests of

QCD such as charmonium decays require an effective mass for the gluons which

has been shown by Parisi and Petronzio ' to be 0 (0.8 GeV). Thus Fishbane8'



estimates that the low lyinj; two gluon states are at 0(1.6 GeV) while the three

gluon spectrum begins at 0(2,4 GeV). This approach may well be one of the better

ways of estimating glueball masses.

Lattice Gauge Theories, ' String Models, and Effective Lagrangian

Models all give glueball ground state estimates of 1-2 GeV. Of course, based

on experience with quark spectroscopy the excited state masses should be ex-

pected to be roughly a factor of two higher than those of the ground states.
7) PC

Tabla I (based on Coyne, Fishbane and Meshkov ) shows J values through

spins of 3 which are allowed (/) or forbidden (X) for qq (quaA model states) 2g

glueballs and 3g (glueballs). Exocic states are indicated by arrows en the side
PC

of the table. If the arrow is solid, the J is exotic in the quark model, but
PC

allowed only for 3g glueballs which allow all J combinations. If there is a

dotted arrow under the solid arrow the state is allowed for 2g as well as 3g

glueballs. Of course qq, 2g as well as 3g states of the same J all mix to a

certain extent. However, quark model classification successes, and general

considerations, lead one to expect that to a reasonable extent the3e classifica-

tions may hold.

Therefore, if one discovered a flavorless boson state with I » 0 and a

relatively narrow width it would make it an excellent candidate for a glueball.

If it shouli

compelling.

PC
If it should turn out to have an exotic J , the argument would be even more

How Would One Find Glueballs?

We have discovered many qq meson states and qqq baryon states, but to date

no glueball states. From the success of the quark model, it is clear that the

hadronization process leads to dominance of particle states built predominantly

of q and q. Therefore, starting from quark-built states, how can we produce

glueballs.

It is obvious that the best way is to find a process where there is an

intermediate state which contains 2 or more gluons with a variable total effec-

tive mass and no quarks (or anti-quarks). Thus the gluons can resonante and form

a glueball which is a color singlet if one exists within their effective mass

range. Thus an OZI forbidden process with a variable mass for the glue is

an excellent candidate for a reaction to make glueballs enhanced relative to the

normal OZI allowed hadronic background which is suppressed.

OZX Within the Context of QCD

The 0?.I rule ' ' has found a natural explanation in the context of QCD.16'1'^

The connected diagrams for OZI allowed processes allow a series of one-gluon

exchanges without violating color confinement; on the other hand the disjoint or



TABLE I

List of states (J ) for quark model and glueballs. V(X) indicates allowed

(disallowed). 2g (3g) correspond to glueball states formed from 2 (3) gluons.

Solid arrow (-*•) indicates quark model exotics in 3g states. Dotted arrow (--*•)

indicates exotics in 2g states.

State q" 2g 3g

0 4 +

x /

; / x •

r~ • x

2
++ • /

4 ~ X X

2"* • •

2"" / X

^3-+ x / •

3~ / X •



hairpin diagrams requires 3 gluon exchange since the $ is a vector (2 gluon

exchange would be permissible if tV.e $ were a pseudoscolar). Therefore, the OZI

suppression is attributable to the factor g involved in going from quarks to

quarks via 3 gluon exchange.

However, it has been shown ' ~ the two OZI allowed processes can be

used to eliminate the OZI forbidden diagram and replace it with a sequence of two

OZI allowed steps. For example $ -> ir~ + p is an OZI forbidden process. How-
— + — +

ever, <fr -*• K K -> IT p is a two step process, each of which is OZI allowed Thus

the OZI rule appears to violate crossing symmetry and unitarity. ' Further-

more, this is a quite general phenomenon occurring in production as well as decay.

For example the typical OZI suppression factor *v» 100 has been found ' in

the reaction *~p -*• <£a. However, this reaction can occur via a two-step pro-
17 19 - + -

cess, ' each step of which is allowed, namely, IT p -> K K n -»• $n.
18 19

I have pointed out ' that what is unique here is that by the two steps we

have converted a process which requires 3 gluon exchange into one which can go

by a series of single gluon exchanges. Since the OZI rule works well, this

evidently is not allowed, although it cannot be explicitly demonstrated by calcu-

lation, due to the well-known difficulties with strong interaction calculations.

Thus, the crossing symmetry and unitarity arguments made without taking into

account this QCD fact of life are probably only applicable when one does not

change tha nature of a gluon exchange. I view this as an added requirement due

to color confinement. Thus the OZI rule can be considered reasonable within the

context of QCD. Furthermore, it works.

Radiative Decay

One suggested way ' of finding glueballs in an OZI forbidden process is

in investigating radiative J/i> decay. Perturbation theory treatments indicate

that the important diagram is that shown in Fig. 1. One would expect to find

evidence for the glueball by plotting dN/dE as a function of y-ray energy as

shown. The rationale for Fig. 1 allowing enhanced production of glueballs is

that the y can have a variable energy so that the effective mass of the two

gluons could sweep over a range of 'masses and thus if there is a gg resonance

corresponding to a glueball, one would favor forming it. Thus the plot of dN/dE

vs. E (Fig. 1) might show structure corresponding to glueballs.

In regard to the radiative decay of the J/i|i it has been considered ' 7 ' * 2 2 '

that the E observed in J/<|» •*• y + E(1420) may be a glueball. There is considerable

controversy and a lack of convincing evidence about this particular interpreta-

tion for this low statistics experiment. We will not discuss it in this paper

since it has been discussed by other papers in this conference and else-

where.6'7-2l'22>



The OZI Forbidden ir p -
19 205

Another way suggested by the author ' some time ago is shown by the

diagram in Fig. 2.

The $$ system forms a hairpin diagram disjoint from the rest of the quark

line diagram, thus it is OZX suppressed. In the context of QCD it proceeds via

exchange of 2 gluons (if $$ is a scalar system) or 3 gluons if $$ is a vector

system. The key point is to have a multi-gluon intermediate state of variable

mass so that if glueball resonances exist they can be produced enhanced relative

to other states. This experiment vas performed some time ago by the BNL/CCNY

collaboration.23 *24>

The quark line diagrams relevant to the BNL/CCNY experiments are shown in

Fig. 3. Incident IT" mesons of 22.6 GeV/c interacted with protons to produce the

reactions:

a ) ir"p •*• K+K"K+K~n

b ) 7r~p f 4>K+K""n

c ) IT p •• $ $ n .

Figs. 3a and 3b are rearrangement diagrams that are expected to have the

allowed order of cross section. An explicit check of the assumption that rear-

rangement diagrams have the OZI allowed order of cress section is obtained by

comparing ir"*p •* K K~$ir~p corresponding to a planar diagram from a CE8N experi-

ment at comparable energies with the BNL » p • K K Jn which corresponds to a

rearrangement diagram. The cross sections obtained for the two reactions are

a "* .it jib and a <x» .3 lib respectively which shows there is no essential diffe-

rence in cross sectioi.18'19'20*

A scatter plot of the mass of one K K pair, chosen in a random way, on the

x-axis versus the mass of the second K K pair plotted on the y-axis is shown

in Fig. A. Thus each event is plotted twice. An enhancement over background

is seen in each of the two <j> mass bands. An enormous enhancement over back-

ground is seen where the two <j> mass bands cross. This region (i.e. the <£<£

region) appears as a very densely populated area which is almost black. When

corrections for resolution and double counting are made, the peak intensity in

the §§ region is approximately 1500 times the adjoining background level. This

clearly implies that the OZI suppression is apparently not working since if OZI

suppression were perfect there would be no $$ events at all and thus no enhance-

ment in the $$ region.

To see more quantitatively what is happening we plot in Fig. 5 the mass

•pectrum of K K~ pairs from the reaction ir~p •* K K~K K~n. Four K K~ combina-

tions are plotted for each event. In addition, the shaded curve is the mass

spectrum of like sign K pairs, which can be used as an indication of the extra

background due to multiple combinations. A very clear <j> signal is obtained



corresponding to a peak to background ratio of about 4:1. We then correct by a

factor of two to allow for multiple combinations which gives 8:1. We then

correct for our mass resolution which is about three times the $ mass width so

the true <j> peak to background ratio is "v> 25. Hence we see a large enhancement

factor t 25 at the $ mass.

Reaction (c) corresponds to Fig. 3c and is an OZI forbidden reaction. To

study reaction (c) we select events with a K K~ pair in the <j> mass band and plot

the effective mass of the other K K~ pair, and obtain the mass spectra shown in

Fig. 6 which exhibits a huge $ signal corresponding to reaction (c). The peak

to background ratio is about 20:1. When corrected for the resolution, the true

peak to background ratio is about 60:1. If the OZI suppression were 1002, no

signal would be seen in Fig. 4c. We therefore have the unusual situation that

the forbidden reaction (c) produces a higher $ enhancement over K K background

than the allowed reaction (b), although equal enhancements cannot be ruled out

because of the possible contamination of the data with pp pairs, and the errors

in corrections for combinational problems.

Figure 7 shows the mass spectra for the effective masses (<£K K ) and $<j>
23) + -

for our published spectrum of % 100 <?<p events. The $K K mass spectrum shows

a broad distribution which occupies most of the available phase space while the

$$ mass spectrum has a low effective mass peak and is restricted to relatively

low energies. Thus the $$ spectrum has a distinctly different character than

the <j>K K~. Furthermore there is some indication that there may possibly be

some structure in the neighborhood of 2.4 GeV. If we integrate the two spectra

we get a ratio of reaction b to reaction c of less than five which is of the

order of the value for background to resonance ratios in allowed reactions.
24)

Hence we have clear evidence that there is no OZI suppression 'perhaps

even an enhancement) in our K K effective mass studies and we find even in

comparing total croaS sections we are consistent with normal resonance behavior

for the second K K~ pair (after the first has made a $) with no evidence for OZI

suppression for. creation of a secor' if. Therefore we conclude that OZI suppres-

sion is absent in these processes.

I shall now proceed to treat the observations from the point of view of the
25)

isobar model which we proposed over 2 decades ago. The isobar model never

heard of OZI suppression and ignores it. We will shortly find quantitative

agreement of the present observations with these isobar model calculations. The

agreement will depend on final state K K~ resonant interactions built into the
18 19 20)

isobar model treatment. I have shown ' ' that such final state interactions

* For example C. Baltay et al.. Phys. Rev. Letts. 4£, 87 (1978) find that
production accounts for about 52 of the ir+Tr~7r° spectrum in the reaction ir~p •*•
HHrit+it~it° at 15 GeV/c. Resonance production is typically 1/10 of a reaction.



completely defeat the OZI rule and thus we will show that the OZI rule is inopera-

tive in these reactions.

Let us now calculate the enhancement factor expected from the point of

view of the isobar model where the $ isobar formation probability is related to

the K K~ re3onant scattering to form a $. We consider the * ar, an L « 1, 1 - 0

resonance of the K K scattering which decays back into K K with a branching

ratio of 0.47 and into K°K° with a BR of 0.35. Off resonance we assume the K+K~

scattering cross section is estimable by using the additive quark model (AOM)

to determine o(K K~) % 2/3 cr(K-N) % 8 mb (non-resonance). The maximum cross

section for K K scattering at the resonance can then be estimated to be:

a<K+K~ * K+K") % 12ir*2 x 1/2 x. Inelasticity x effective BE % 200 mb
+ factor

T - 0

The estimated enhancement factor at the peak -

200 mb (peak resonant cross section) ̂ , «-
8 mb (non-resonant cross section) *"

Thus we predict an enhancement factor over background % 25 for the $ peak over

background. This is indeed what we find for the first <S>.

For the second $ employing the isobar modal we would expect the same en-

hancement factor and as stated observe % 60. This treatment from the isobar

model viewpoint has no OZI suppression in it and thus the fact that the enhance-

ment found for the second $ peak is if anything greater than the first, but at

least comparable and thus in general agreement with the isobar model shows
19 20)clearly that the OZI suppression is effectively absent. '

Glueballs and Failure of OZI

I would give as the most likely explanation for this complete failure of

the OZI suppression in it p -<• $$n the following:

In an OZI forbidden reaction the intermediate state which connects the two

disconnected parts of the diagram is a collection of gluons. If a variable

m&ss of this intermediate state is allowed by the reaction (as in $$) and some

part of the mass region covers existing glueball resonances, the resonances may

lead to effectively strong coupling and the OZI rule may be defeated. In essence

we would be looking an a diagram where exchange of glueballs would occur. This

is obviously a very good way to look for glueballs and the complete failure of

the OZI rule and different shape of the $<fr and <j>K K~ effective mass spectra

indicates that we may well have seen them in this reaction. It is interesting

to note that the peak of the $$ spectrum is at about 2.4 GeV which is the number
8)

deduced for the 3g ground state.

In the above treatment we have assumed that the $$ state comes from either

a glue system or from a quark system involving only ss quarks (i.e. a singlet of



an ideally mixed nonet) so that we truly can represent the process as OZI fox-

bidden (disconnected) diagram. However one could consider for example ir~p -*•

nf* + n where for example the n1* is the singlet in a nonet which is a radial

excitation of the lowest mass 0~ nonet. The n1 in the above could be far from

ideally mixed and thus could decay via <jxj> and circumvent the OZI suppression of

this process.

This decay from another state which is not si and is heavily mixed with

ordinary quarks and thus circumvents OZI suppression could in principle occur.

I deem this to be an improbable explanation of what we observe, since there

would in general be no correlation between the enhancement factor we observed

in producing the second <j> over the <j>K K~ compared to the enhancement factor in

producing the first $. We are dealing with a very small cross section (y 23 nb)

thus the chance that an uncorrelated number of $$ events would give us within

errors just the huge (y 25) enhancement factor we expect for the Isobar model

treatment with the absence of OZI suppression is in my opinion small.

Furthermore the n'* (a radial excitation) of the n is considered the most

likely candidate for production of a singlet in a far from ideally mixed nonet.

Let us assume our 44 spectrum is due to decays of n'*. In the case of a pseudo-

scalar like the n* it has been shown ' that the angle x between the two

planes formed by the decays $ •*• K K has the angular distribution 1 - cos 2x.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the x distribution from our data and that ex-

pected from s. pseudoscalar.
2

The angular distribution of our events is such that we obtain a x of 588

for 4 degrees of freedom which clearly rules out (y 20a) the possibility that

our $$ spectrum comes from decay of an n1*.

It is obvious that a higher statistics experiment which would allow any

visible structure in the <j><j> spectrum to be definitely established and allow a

definite determination of the J of the states in the $$ spectrum is clearly

required and we plan to do such an experiment shortly.

Figure 9 shows the observed $$ spectrum with the additional (unpublished),

events we have obtained by further analysis. Approximately 170 $$ events are

plotted in 20 MeV mass bins which is * our full width half maximum resolution.

This spectrum may well contain glueballs. Although there is somr indication

(not statistically significant) of possible structure, it is cle^r ve need much

more statistics, to fora a conclusion.

The BNL/CCNY collaboration has for some tine been preparing xor a new

experiment with MPS II. In MPS II the spark chambers of MFS I are being replaced

by narrow gap high space and tims resolution drift chambers. This should allow

us to obtain^ 20 times more statistics and thus gathers 3,000-4,000 4$ events

in the it"p •



We expect chat with this number of events we can make a significant observa-

tion of possible structure in the spectrum and also perform an effective partial
p

wave analysis to determine whether there are resonant states and their J .

Therefore we hope to be able to demonstrate the existence of glueballs.

Conclusions

1. The most likely explanation in the context of QCD for our observed

failure of the OZX rule in n~p •+• $$n is the intervention of glueball resonances.

Therefore we believe the <H system in this experiment is an excellent place to

search for glueballs and their effects may well already have been seen.

2. The possibility that our $$ spectrum comes from the decay of a non-

ideally mixed nonet particle and thus circumvents the OZX rule is considered

improbable. In particular a radial excitation of the n* which is considered to

he the most likely candidate for such a particle is ruled out by our angular

distribution.

3. Approximately 170 ir~p •+• $$n events have been observed in the previous

experiment. The BNL/CCNY collaboration for some time has been planning a second

experiment to be done in the near future which is expected to provide <v 20 times

more data. With this amount of data we expect to be able to make significant

observations of possible visible structure in the <$><$ spectrum and to do a signi-

ficant partial wave analysis which would allow an identification of resonances
p

and their J . C is known to be + for $<j> and I is known to be 0. Hence we expect

••hat all the quantum numbers can be determined. Thus there is an excellent
PC

possibility for the explicit discovery of glueballs especially if J is exotic.
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Figure 1 The dominant diagram in radiative J/'JJ decay, and to the right of i t
a plot of dN/dE vs . E .

Figure 2 ir**p •*• $$n an OZI forbidden diagram where the multigluon intermediate
state (which ltads to 4$ production) can have a variable mass.
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Figure 4 Scatter plot of K'K effective mass for effective masses less than
1.49 GeV/c2. Two randomly chosen mass combinations are plotted for
each event. Clear bands of $(1019) are seen with an enormous enhance-
ment where they overlap (i.e. $<j>).
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Figure 5 The effective mass spectrum of K K pairs after removing <H events.
The shaded histogram is the sum of like sign K pairs and is an indica-
tion of background due to multiple combinations.
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Figure 6 The effective mass of each K K pair for which the other pair was in
the mass band.
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Figure 7 (a) Effective mass spectrum (corrected for acceptance) of the [#K K ]
system where the K K~ does not lie in the <i> band,

(b) 4$ effective mass spectrum (corrected for acceptance).
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Figure 8 The distribution of $$ events as a function of Xi the angle between
the decay planes of the two $'s. The dotted curve is the prediction
for this distribution if the <H were the decay products of a pseudo-
scalar state such as a radial excitation of the n1. This is clearly
ruled out (see text for further details).
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